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INEQUALITIES OF GAUSS-BONNET TYPE
FOR A CONVEX DOMAIN

B. V. DEKSTER1

Abstract. Let N be a compact convex «-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a

boundary 9iV having normal curvatures > k > 0. Suppose the sectional curvature >

-K2 in N. Let H be the integral mean curvature of 3N, V be the volume of N, ksc be

the scalar curvature and kR(p),p 6 A', be the maximum Ricci curvature at/). Then

Let N_ denote N with nonpositive sectional curvature. Let G be the integral Gauss

curvature of 3iV_.Then G > -K"~2fN_kR dV.These three estimates are sharp. For a

ball in 3-dimensional hyperbolic space, the ratio of the right-hand part of each

estimate to its left-hand part (i.e. V(k2 + 1)/2H, V(k2 + \)/H and 2kV/G respec-

tively) approaches 1 as the radius -» oo. The same ratios for the estimates

J_ r,     ,„,        ,    ._ 1
2(«-0'

(rougher ones but without k) approach | and { respectively.

//>-—-7r(kscdV   and   H »- (' kRdV
2(n- \)JN n- \JN R

1. The results.
1.1. All manifolds, their boundaries and submanifolds here are supposed to be

of class C°° unless otherwise stated. Mean, Gauss, Ricci and scalar curvatures

are supposed to be defined as in [5, 3.6, 3.7]. Let M be a connected compact

n-dimensional, n > 2, manifold with a nonempty boundary dM. Let p(-, •) be the
def

distance in M. Put M(t) = {p£ M/p(p, dM) >t},0<t<r = max9eM p(q, dM).

Suppose that

(i) all M{t) are locally convex;

(ii) normal curvatures of dM(t), 0 < t < r, at any of its regular points are not

less than /c > 0.

Then M is said to be convex throughout or k-convex throughout.

1.2. One could prove that M(t), t G [0, r], at any of its boundary points, can be

"supported by a sphere of curvature /c". However we will not use this property.

Notice that the conditions (i) and (ii) hold if the normal curvatures of 5M(0) =

dM are not less than k> 0 and the minimum sectional curvature in M, km satisfies

(1.2.1) km > -k2.

This kind of domain, named normal, was studied in [2, 3 and 4]. The condition

(ii) holds for normal domains by Lemma 4 and the subsequent Remark in [2]. The

condition (i) can be proved similarly to Lemma 9 in [1]. For that, one should apply

Theorem 1(2) from [2] to the geodesic XC constructed in [1].
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At the same time, the domain pasted of a semicircle of unit radius in hyperbolic

plane of curvature —1 and a flat figure bounded by a segment of length 2 and

the circumferences of radius 2 centered at its ends is ^-convex throughout but not

normal.

1.3. THEOREM. Let m be an n-dimensional, n>2, K-convex throughout domain,

V be its volume, kR(p) be the maximum Ricci curvature atpG M, H be the integral

mean curvature of dM, and G be its integral Gauss curvature. Then

(1.3.1) H>(n- 2)k2V-— [ kR dV.
n — lJM

Let M_ denote M with nonpositive sectional curvature. Then

(1.3.2) G>-Kn~2 f    kRdV.
J M _

1.4. If the right-hand part of (1.3.1) or (1.3.2) is nonpositive then the estimate

is trivial.

For the Euclidean case, (1.3.1) yields

(1.4.1) H>{n-2)n2V

which is probably known. Notice however that a combination of the isoperimetric

inequality with the fact that the area S of dM satisfies H > k,S yields an estimate

rougher than (1.4.1) for large n.

Let Mi be the metric product of a locally Euclidean 2-dimensional torus and a

segment. The equalities in (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) hold when M = M_ — M\. Then

all terms in (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) vanish. For domains homeomorphic to a ball, the

estimates (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) are also sharp in the following sense. If M = M_

is a ball in 3-dimensional hyperbolic space of curvature —1 then the ratio of the

right-hand part of each estimate to its left-hand part (i.e. (V+k2V)/H and 2kV/G

respectively) goes to 1 as the radius of the ball goes to oo. The same ratio for the

rougher estimate

l    r _
(1.4.2) H>-^-^JMkRdV

goes to ¿.

1.5. Expressing Ricci curvature in terms of the scalar curvature ksc and sectional

curvatures and combining it with (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) one can obtain more estimates.

An example follows.

Denote by vi,V2,• •.,vn an orthonormal set of vectors at a point p G M such

that vn shows in the direction of the maximum Ricci curvature. Let kij, 1 < i <

j < n, be the sectional curvature in the plane of the vectors u¿, Vj and let k be the

minimum sectional curvature at p. Then

W2=     Y.     ki:j = kR+       Yl      kij>kR + {n-l){n-2)k/2.
l<i<j<n l<i<j<n—l

Combining it with (1.3.1) one has

H>{n-2)K2V-—^—-(  kscdV + ^-[
2{n-l)JM 2    Jm

.    kdV.
2{n-l)JM 2    Jm
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If M is a normal domain N then k > km > —t2 (see (1.2.1)) and fNkdV > — k2V.

Then

^ H^n^2v-2(h)SNk-dy

and

(1.5.2) H>-—}—(kacdV.
2(n — l)JN

If AT is a ball in 3-dimensional hyperbolic space of curvature —1 then the ratios

of the right-hand parts in (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) to their left-hand parts go respectively

to 1 and | as the radius of the ball goes to oo.

2. Curvature of parallel surfaces.

2.1. LEMMA. Let d be a compact (n — l)-dimensional manifold having a finite

number of components. Its boundary dd is supposed to be piecewise C°° if nonempty.

Put D = dx [ti,t2], 0 < ii < Í2 < r, and let f :D —► M be a C°°-diffeomorphism
def

such that St = f(d X t) C dM(t) (see 1.1), t G [¿i,í¿]j and f,(d/dt) is orthogonal to

the hyper surface St. Denote by H (St) > 0 and G(St) > 0 the integral mean and the

integral Gauss curvature of St- (They exist by compactness of St-) Then

<"•«     éveils.
n-l

/ , ki      "' £. KiK
¿=1 l<i<j<n—1

dS,

n-l

(2.1.2) Ig(5*)=/„ £**• n Kids>
01 JStj = ± l<t<n-l

where Ki > 0 is the normal curvature of St in the ith principal direction and ki is

the sectional curvature in the plane determined by that direction and f,(d/dt). (The

product Yl in (2.1.2) spreads over i = 1,2,..., j — 1, j + 1,..., n — 1. For n = 2, this
product is assumed to be equal to 1 and J2 KiKj în (2.1.1) is assumed to be zero.)

2.2. Lemma 2.1 is not new. Variation of the mth curvature of a hypersurface,

1 < m < n — 1, was investiagted in [6] but in a very general form which makes an

explicit reference difficult. The following simple calculation seems more appropriate

for our case of parallel surfaces.

2.3. PROOF OF Lemma 2.1. One may assume that d c Rn~1 because in the

general case, one can split d into a few pieces each of which is covered by a map of

an atlas on d.

Let y1, i = 1,2,... ,n, be the coordinates in f(D) borrowed from Rn (with yn G

[ii,ta]). Put Yx = /.(3/óy) o /-1 and N = Yn. Obviously \N\ = 1, N 1 Yit i =
1,2, n-l, and VNN = 0. Put gij = (Y^Yj), g = det\\gij\\, cl3 = -(VYiN,Yj),

c = det||c¿j||, i,;/= 1,2,...,n-l. Then

G(5i) = lst g dS = id 7/g dyl" ' dyn~l'

H(St) = -Í4 Í wij dS = rrr / a^y/gdy1 • • ■ dy"-1,
n — 1 JSt n — Ud
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(2.3.1) *^.^^symr...tr4

n-ly/gdyl---dy

Take a point pG St. Specialize the coordinates y1,..., yn_1 so that ¡fa = gl:> = 5*,

i,j = 1,2, ...,n—1, and the vectors îi,la,...,Yn-i show in the principal directions

of St at the point p. Then c¿j = 0 for i ^ j and cu = /c¿ at p.

(2-3.3) c= ¿«i,   Í.-X   ?'=Efel
i=l ¿=1

C& = -iV(Vy.JV, Y,) = -(VNVy.iV,y,) - (Vy.iV, VNYj)

= -(R(N, Yj)N, Y¡) + ÇtjYs, VnYj);

(2-3.4) c^ = fc,- + -KjÇjf,

n—1 n—1 ^ n—1

c' = e c¿j- • n t¿=e fcr n «í+ó e *fíjj • n ^
1 = 1 l<i<n —1 -•_! l<i<n—1 «   ,-_i l<i<n-l

n—1 t n—1 n—1

(2.3.5) c=¿fcr n «h-Je &•]!*•
J = l l<i< —1 ¿ j=l i = l

i+i

(2.3.3) and (2.3.5) imply

9 ¿9 , = 1 ><i<n-l

where the right-hand part does not depend on the choice of the coordinates

y1,... ,yn_1. Therefore, together with (2.3.1), it yields (2.1.2)

(2.3.6) g'll = N(Yl,Yt) = 2(X?NYl,Yl) = -2cil = -2Kl   at p.

Let Ga be the cofactor of ¡fa in det||tfa||, i,j = 1,2, ...,n — 1. Obviously G^ = 1 at

p. One can check that G'ü = g' — g'ü at p. Then g11 = (Ga/g)' = —ff¿ = 2/c¿ at p.

Together with (2.3.6), (2.3.3) and (2.3.4), it shows that the square bracket in (2.3.2)

is equal to X)"=i &» ~ 2Ei<i<j<n-i f»*j an(^ do not depend on the choice of the

coordinates y1 ,y2,...,yn~x. This implies (2.1.1).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.3.

3.1. Let fi be the subset of the normal bundle of dM such that v G O if and

only if the geodesic exp„-(v)tt;, 0 < t < 1, is a shortest path in M between exp^(v)V

and dM. (it means the natural projection.) The following facts are known, see for

example [1, §4].

(i) For any p G dM, there exits the maximum number <j>(p) > 0 such that ÜDv

if \v\ < 4>(p), 7t(u) = p and v shows inside M.
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(ii) The function <j>(p) is continuous in dM and

0 < <¡>(p) <r = max p(q, dM).
q£M

(in) fi is compact, homeomorphic to dM x [0,1] and 3fi = {v G Q/v = 0} U w

where u> = {v G fï/|v| = <p(n(v))}.
def

(iv) The mapping / = expaM|      is a C°°-diffeomorphism.
def

(v) The set C = expaM(uj) (called cut locus) is compact and has n-dimensional

measure zero.

3.2. Fix some e G (O,minp6aM0(p)). Due to the continuity of 4>, one can select

a G°°-function <f>e : dM -* R such that <f> - e < <pe < <j>. Put Í7£ = {v G Q/\v\ <
<f)e(7r(v))}. By Sard's Theorem, the set of critical values of <j>e has linear measure

zero. Therefore for any natural m > 2 there exist numbers 0 = to < ii < • • • < tm =
— def —
<¡>e = maxpgajvf <t>€(p) such that t¿—í¿_i < 2</>e/m, i = 1,2,...,m, and each í¿, ¿ / m,

is a regular value of </>e. (One can first divide [0,0j into m equal parts and then

"vary a little" the points of division to get rid of the critical values.)

Put di = {p G dM/<j>t(p) > ti), i = 0,1,...,m — 1. Obviously d¿ is nonempty,

consists of a finite number of components and is a compact (n — l)-dimensional

manifold with a G°°-boundary (if any).

3.3. Put Di = diX [í¿-i,í¿] which can be identified with £>¿ = {v G ne/7r(î;) G

di, \v\ G [í¿_i,í¿]}, 1 < i < m-í. Put Slt = /(djXí) = {f(v)/n(v) G d¿, |w| = t} where

/ is as in 3.1(iv), 1 < i < m—1, t G fe-i,*»]. Obviously the hypersurface Slt c 3M(i)
and f*(d/dt) is orthogonal to ¿>£. Denote by /z"(SJ) and G(S\) the integral mean

and the integral Gauss curvature of S\ for the normal /»(d/3t) (directed into M(t)).

They exist by compactness of S\ and are nonnegative by local convexity of dM(t).

Lemma 2.1 is now applicable. Due to /c-convexity of M, the normal curvatures

of S\ are > k. Obviously the sum Yh=i ^» m (2-1-1) does not exceed kR. Then

(2.1.1) yields

(3.3.1) ±H{S\) <^—[.[kR-(n- 2)(n - l)«2] dS.
at n—1 JS)

For M = M_, (2.1.2) yields

(3.3.2) jG(S\)<rzn-2 lskRdS.

3.4. Integrating (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) over [í¿_i,í¿] and denoting volume by V[-],

one has
i      r

(3.4.1) if(SU-^(4-J ^ r-î /  n   fcñ^-(n-2)/c2F[/(A)],
n    i j f{Di)

(3.4.2) G(SJ.)-G(SJ.   ) < Kn-2 [      kRdV   (for M_).

Obviously S'ji_i C Sfci and therefore

H(5tJ < &&£*),   G(5tJ < G(S£_\).
Neglecting H(S^~_\) > 0 and G(S^~_\) > 0, keeping in mind that 5¿ = dM
for sufficiently large m and summing up each of (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) for all
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i = 1,2,..., m — 1, one has now

(3.4.3) -H<^—[   kRdV-(n-2)K2V[Pm],
n — 1 Jpm

(3.4.4) -G</v"-2/"   kRdV   (forM_)

where the "pyramid" Pm = IXl* /(A).
3.5. Let us replace m in turn by mg = 2qm, q = 1,2, ... . For each new mq, the

numbers 0 = to,h,...,tm„ = 4>e are supposed to include all such numbers selected

earlier. (One can place each new point T of division in the center of each old

segment ft»-i',£»J, i = 1,2,...,29_1m, and then "vary it a little" to avoid critical

value but to comply with the condition that each of the segments [í¿_i,T], [T, t¿]

be shorter than 2</>e/29m. This is possible since U — í¿_i < 2</>£/29_1m.) Obviously

(3.5.1) PmicPm2C-C/(C£).

_3.6. Let p G int/(fie) and v = /_1(p). Then \v\ < <p€(ir(v)). Since U - f¿_i <

2<\>Jmq, there exists i G {1,2,..., mq — 1} such that í¿_i < \v\ < U < 4>e(ir(v)) for

sufficiently large mq. According to 3.2, ir(v) G d¿ and by 3.3, v G D». Thus p G

/(A) C Pm, and therefore U"=i^m, D int/(ne). Together with (3.5.1), it implies

that Pm in (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) can be replaced by /(üe).

3.7. Denote by Ge the closed e-neighbourhood of the cut locus C. Obviously

/(fie)uCe = M. Since \kR\ < A = const in M,

\[ kRdV- [      kRdV
I'm •'/(ne)

<AV[Ct].

By 3.1(v), V[Ct] -* 0 as e -> 0. Therefore /(fi£) which appeared in (3.4.3) and (3.4.4)
due to 3.6 can be replaced finally by M and M_ respectively. That completes the

proof.
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